A Song of an Old Covered Bridge in Winter by Anonymous: January 1972
An Old Covered Bridge by Clarence A. Maine: Spring 1953
Ballad Series by Barbara Brainerd: Fall 1987
Bridges of Yesterday by Suzanne Bednar: Winter 1979
Covered Bridge by Miriam Woolfolk: Winter 2010
Covered Bridge by Pauline Wilkerson: Summer 1977
Covered Bridge Safety by Arden P. Titlow: Spring 2014 Newsletter
Covered Bridges by Pauline Wilkerson: Fall 1983
Cowansville Québec Bridge by Barbara Brainerd: Summer 1988
Days of The Old Covered Bridge by Clarence A. Maine: Summer 1955
Guild Park by Adelbert M. Jakeman: Fall 1983
Guild Park by Adelbert M. Jakeman: July 1970
Harpersfield Bridge by Hallie Jones: July 1972
Help! by Judith Downs: July 1972
Memories by Julia Alexander: April 1972
New England Covered Bridge by Adelbert M. Jakeman: April 1962
Old Covered Bridge by Edna Hamilton: Summer 1956
On the Move by Ray Magill: April 1972
Portland Bridge by Richard P. Bonney: July 1965
Rededication by Anonymous: July 1972
Sheltered Crossings by Louis M. Shaver: Fall 1954
Symbols and a Sign by Adelbert M. Jakeman: Winter 1979
The Bridge of My Boyhood by Edith M. Helstern: Fall 2013 Newsletter
The Covered Bridge by Anderson M. Scruggs: Spring 2013 Newsletter
The Covered Bridge by Arden P. Titlow: Summer 2013 Newsletter
The Covered Bridge by Mildred Wilson: Fall 1976
The Covered Bridge by Ralph D. Gettinger: July 1972
The Covered Bridge by Roscoe C. Walker: Summer 1956
The Covered Bridge Tells its Story by Ruth Kimball Randall: October 1970
The Old Boscobel Bridge by Walter H. Newcomb: Fall 1983
The Old Covered Bridge at the Willows by C. Ernest Walker: Summer 1955
The Old Covered Bridge by Anderson M. Scruggs: July 1972
The Old Covered Bridge by Anonymous: April 1972
The Old Covered Bridge by Brian F. King: Summer 1954
The Old Covered Bridge by Emory Charles Bean: Fall 1983
The Old Covered Bridge by John A. Beard: Fall 1954
Why-Oh-Why? by Margaret Foster: July 1972